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Lori McAlister
He
My Ex-husband is trying out
Fatherhood for the very first time.
He is trading
Home improvement tips
With the man next door.
He is getting
Rich with glow in the dark genes
He is giving up beer
For shopping malls and church.
The world seems out of order
From my car window
As I watch his family.

Dreams Fade
With lingerie and the scent of violets
I tried to seduce you
in Limerick Castle
But your nineteenth century morality prevailed.
Dreams fade in and out
In the moonlight
I tried to see you
On a rocky Connemara plain
But darkness fell.
Dreams fade in and out.
With a flash of swords,
I tried to sway you
in the Linsmore Woods
But you escaped.
Dreams fade in and out.
With the promise of riches
I wooed you
On Lough Mourne
But you refused to hear me.
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Dreams fade in and out.
My stomach tight with fear
I tried to talk to you
In a smoky Dublin pub
But you turned away.
Dreams fade in and out.
I awaken in America
Wondering where you are
Wondering if I will find you
Wondering if you will know me.
Dreams fade.

Jami Sherman
A Storage Place
She
She
She was the one in my head
the one
who stored hopelessness
following me
all around
everywhere
I can't make the girl
beat her own
shinings but
this is the
way
that it
goes
so
make time
wither the
coils in her hair
as they sit in the
parlor
drinking
apple tea
and she waits
for them like the
sun and the sea
and the moments
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to come and the
moments that be,
and she waits for
them while the
shadows say
they'll never
come
and
they never
came
so
here in the
morning, the
bonfires that
whistle and crackle
time never stops,
time
never stops, and
she is the one
mmy
head.

Joan Becknell
The Second Heart
This heart is unseen and mysterious
Only the spirit and soul know its dwelling,
We know its presence from mere living
It exists in the inner most part of our being,
It is as real as the wind that blows
Where the results are only seen.
It is the source of all emotions,
It exists sometimes by sheer determination

Other times by delightful exhilaration,
We feel it in pleasure and pain
Anxious fears make it wane.
It can escape from utter darkness

By turning itself toward the light,
When the flame seems low
The embers no longer aglow,
It can catch a breath of new fire
By letting the passion flow.
It shows itself in love and hate
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It can be felt in a lover's call,
We know its real when sometimes it aches,
It is the center of our being
This heart lets us know we are living.

I Am The Cloud
I am the cloud and I give life,
Water to feed the universe.
You can become a part of me.
Let me enclose my powerful billows around you,
and enclose myself to shelter you
I will stay with you as long as I exist.
We will go places where ever the wind takes us.
I'll carry your load.
We can go to the rain forest together,
th~re we'll drop our loads on the forest
reaching upward from its lush green, life-giving body,
waiting our arrival patiently 'so it may provide life to
all the inhabitants that take life from it.
I am the cloud.
We'll play and have pleasures and delights
as long as we're together.
We'll ride the winds and let the storms take us
like a roller coaster across the sky.
We'll soak up the sun rises at dawn and bathe
in the rich sunsets as we await the romantic nights,
and revel in the moon beams that bounce us from star to star.
Together we'll swing on the crest of a golden new moon.
We'll let the wind take us to unknown places and heights you have never been before.
I am the cloud and you can be a part of me as long as I exist.
Your inner child can find refuge with me.
I'll keep her safe while she plays and regains and refreshes
her strength and feels safe again to come from her secret place.
I'll carry her through the storms and turmoil until she is
far above the cruelties of life that so wrongly beset her
in her ever so youthful life, cut short by angry hands and
devastating acts that drove her inward until she
disappeared, afraid to show herself for fear her secret would
rear its terrible head and devour her again.
Afraid to come from her secret place and trust anyone again.
Together you can conquer your space and calling of the universe.
Strong and fearless you'll go with me and a safe place I'll be until
all your troubles are gone and you feel safe.
I am the cloud and we'll stay together as long as I exist.
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Maureen Edralin
The Idol

All fears like to frolic in the twilight
churning frothing
They keep me restless in the night.
Tense and nervous twitches
A furrowed brow
and clenched teeth.
I try to close my eyes already shut.
I can't stop seeing
Close the door to keep
the devil out
Only to find you're already in hell.
Pitch black flowing waves
trickle down an ivory idol.
Long and lean
Innocent of wrong-doing
and yet I hate it still.
for being
and doing
everything you like.
It stands tall about the rest
Drowning in its shadow
I am invisible.
Strong stone body
compared to my pathetic
pool of flesh.
Soft fulfilling breasts
and smooth thighs that
scream out every lustful desire
you have ever dared to harbor
(sans me.)
I dream of things
my mother warned me about
my father cursed me for
my friends advised me against.
your words
are rendered mute
against the constant
ever nsmg
song of your
pems.
Calling out to the idol
and singing of dreams
that do come true.
Your gentle hands
outstretched caressing
the idol.
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The years of meaningless sex
Those nights when you wake up abruptly
in a puddle of your own fluids .
Do you dream of the idol
that can give you what you
desire?(deserve?)
The idol stands motionless
unaware of what she has done
and hurt.
(Though she really doesn't care)
And although I've never met her
I've always thought she was
a bitch.
I was never a champ at comforting myself.
But I'll bite my tongue off
for your little moment of ecstasy.
I can sit
hands folded
in my own thickening blood
salty sweat
and watch you
lust
love
worship
fuck
the idol
while I covet what she has
in these moments
while I dream.

Tara Perry
Heaven in a Chinese Restaurant
We're sitting in hard-backed chairs,
waiting for our orders to arrive.
There's a sharp tang of garlic baptizing
our clothes along with the colors from the floor.
I'll dream of rice tonight, symbols of holy unions when mixed with soy sauce.
You're confessing to flowered wallpaper, watering
the room with your words.
Redemption can be found in other places, if the bell above the door wishes it so.
But for now, I'll be content with watching the vegetables fly from wok to take-out carton.
There's an art form with the cooks, playing music with the food and fire.
The phone rings, there's a break in the procession, the angels in line will have to wait.
St. Peter needs some mu shu pork.
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I need to contemplate my order; which will save me sooner, steamed or fried?
The buffet table doesn't know, I'll bet it's agnostic.
You pray to a fortune cookie, the broken crumbs of wisdom falling to the floor.
Answers and salvation folded together, ready-made and pre-packaged.
We're handed our alms, penance for having
to wait, judgment passed along with the swipe of a
cleaning rag.
We drive off with saints in tow, watching us from the bottom of an
oil-soaked bag.
They'll stay there until opened, or tossed aside,
multi-colored jewels, black, gold, amber, used to
hide or enhance the truth.
We'll eat and digest the message
and discover the joy and grace of
10 mein and sweet and sour chicken.
While God smiles on all of his customers.

Picture Start

It's night time, all the good little children are safe at home.
The rest are here.
If you look closely, you might see in line the fifth member of R.E.M., fallen angels, lost
childhood actors, and me. But what you should pay attention to is the concession stand,
A glass display of meltable trinkets and the ever-present plague of popcorn, waiting for
the chance of world domination. When Judgment Day comes, popped kernels and rats
will be the only things left.
Inside is an opium den, a mother's womb, a mole tunnel.
People that you've ignored all your life are now part 'o f an unwanted clan.
You become the head, the heart, the bastard who appears during the third act to claim a
birthright.
Loneliness is a drug that some people can kick. This is where I come to get my fix.
Who sat in this seat before?
What took place while I was living my life in another place, another dimension? I don't
want to know.
There's a crowd in front of me, I can't put my feet up. The floor is its own pulsing nova,
and I don't want to be sucked in.
The first crackle of the projector, and our ears pick up, our eyes centered on a focal point.
Loners and lovers come together for awhile, if only for the trailers.
We're calm for once, in here in the darkness you can't see my acne, her split ends, the scar
that runs across his face. We're not perfect, but we're pretty damn close here.
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Do you think in color?
Do you think in subtitles, when none are there?
A person behind me thinks a demon lives behind the screen and comes out with the end
credits. He walks out if the movie sucks.
You watch the events fold out in front of you, through flashing lights playing havoc on
the eyes, the brain gets a much needed rest. Sex, violence, love and death are all there,
without having to ask.
I've become a Peeping Tom.
A zombie with a pulse.
Glazed, waxed and polished to be put on display.
When the show ends, we wake up to return to our cars, cheery houses, happy restaurants,
sterile gas stations. The film is rewound for the next bunch, a vicious cycle broken only by a
new release.
One day, when the world accepts you, you can trudge up the aisle for the last time, skip
the double feature, and see a light that's not generated by a slowed down strobe light.
Until then, don't trip on anyone's feet on the way to the bathroom.

Mark Vanderpool
Some of My Favorite Words
Satiety, satiate, sated, satiated, surfeit, full, fat, foundered,
sad, serape-clad, Mexican tourist with a tequila bomb!
(napping now, siesta time, you know.)
White fate, Watergate, bulbous, bloated bureaucrats
Chubbie Checker, triple decker, Minnesota Fats
Cuba, Castro, CIA, Kennedy is dead
(If'you think it was conspiracy it's all just in your head)
Black sheep, blackmail, Black Hole Sun
Blacklist, blackball, but no discrimination!
partial fractions, Parthenon, price of participation
Cuckoo clock, cuckooflower, cauliflower, cuckoo spit
cucumb.er, guacamole, no no no good good good bullshit!
Roshi, Goshen, great ape, potion
gossamer, ephemeral, flatulence
Spatula, mandala, mannequin, petulance
Logos, pathos, ethos, libido and thanatos
Surround sound, touch the ground, intransigence
No guilt, favorite quilt, kick back, pelvic tilt
Imagination, infatuation, new sensation, alleviation
royalty free spirit gum ball roommate
selection process driven mad mad on the road way
to San Jose Cuervo you are a friend of mine
field hockey puck and Oberon the counter culture club
sandwich bag lady fingers and Muggsie.
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Mappelthorpes Grapes
We live always with rain.
Soft rain. Hard, angry, driving
rain; brief, impatient showers.
Rain which falls, cools, annoys,
drenches, surprises.
Unreasonable, untamable rain.
Rain dense as jungle, flood
rain to be waded through.
Rain that jabs down with stiff
fingers, provoking umbrellas;
rain you want to walk in, holding
your hands to your hot face in relief;
Rain whose percussion on the
upturned palm of a broad leaf
is the sound of wings
flapping, ready to take off.
Rain a kind of music,
a kind of voice. Listening
to the sound it plays
lapping at the window, you thinkRain-in the language
you speak alone to yourself.
Rain that falls equally
on grass and concrete,
which lasts so many nights
your very dreams are of
rain, dark against gray stone,
the gravel drinking in
its intermittent poetry.
I remember footsteps,
falling into place beside
the rhythm of falling water,
forming its own song
and singing of its own arrival.
Gift of rain. Summons of rain.
Rain everywhere, so common
it is tragic. Rain that we live
around, rain as pervasive
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and invisible as love, rain
unlooked for, and never missed,
rain that we hide from
in glass and stone,
pretending life is elsewhere.
Rain the colour of dry ash,
that beats down like grief,
unkind rain at midnight
that will slice the shape
of cold in the heart
of the soldier on night patrol.
Rain that keeps us in our place,
tapping firmly on the flat tops
of our roofs to remind us
of who we are. The same rain
that used to soak my father
and grandfather, as they worked
the arduous fields
and not the same.
Rain that will never make the crops
grow, squandered rain, a
wealth of rain to bless the sprouted
heads of our buried dead.
Rain that we have forgotten
is fallen freely from heaven
and will return without us
to the hovering sky.
Rain that will go on
raining long after I am gone,
after mountains have been
worn down by water
into figures of stone,
row upon row
a city of rain.
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Nike
All those standing around, gawking; excited by the desperate guy's need for cash;
watch with horror as he wrenches a ring
from the gold encrusted hand and runs down the street.
And if you land on poverty's soil, you'll go crazy too. Hazy summer days, drinkers
merry, laughing. Our
boy stalks them like a starving predator. Selects the well fed beast lumbering near the door, slopping drinks
into the gutter, make our man stutter; shake, bowl and slip the juice from his pocket,
lashing his notes. Lighting
his cig tip end down, eyeing the girls all out of focus and vacant. Our boy
feels his heart beats quicken
and his gut twist. Fuck no not again. Please not again. But our boy knows what
has to be done if he's to feed his weak body.
Lights extinguished, slurred good byes, wet hand shakes; our boy make his
move quicklightening; powerful fist beat down on
soft scalp, limp hand drop cash, scoop up prize and run, RUN our boy. Run. A man have to get used to runnin
early, cause all
'
his life that will be his only option. To survive you must keep arunnin and ascheming. Our boy he run and he
sweat, heart beat
hard in his chest. He take a way out, and exit from the ......
Our boy kiss his gal and tell her he love her. She return with a tender kiss,
caressing his neck. Pull out a present, try it up to
your girl, she a smilin, you a smilin. The club a bristle with beast, blue lights flash,
voices hard~nailed; eyes shot with cheap
rocks, question.
Our boy watch from window, study the guy as medic bandages his head and loads him in for hospital trip.
Downtown a rip at
.
you heart, shape you into somethin you don't wanna be. Make your foot hot,
make you head buzz with ...... When the cold
wind blows I keep drifting back and our boy's a mind wander too, over the roof
tops and out into the heavens. He see the
future mapped out plain. He see the man he used ta be and shakes his head.
Outside there is no air, just a weak wind and a vacuum. Black skies, drained with
gray sickness. What a trial thinks our boy.
What an error to be here in this muggy smog.
Yea out boy can do that. Our boy can help you all you want, give you every a
steady hand to concentrate on the blood rushing
through crumpled veins. Collapse the vein let the blood drip out and spill onto
your palm.
What a district. Drop your arm and let the needle slip its way through to the dead
vein. It hurt, it make you sweat, makes you
(Continued on page 23)
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(Continued from page 14)
wanta get out. Our boy test the dose with sigh and a squirt. Desperate to reach
that golden plateau and place emptiness in his
veins. Our boy can see light at the end of the tunnel. He can feel the heated
sedative diluting his discomfort. Our boy begin to
relax. The belt loosens on his arm and a contented sigh escape his lips. Our boy
rest for tha moment.

Kenneth Casper
Erotica
Shame makes nudity so sensual
Making nudity sensual
Shame sensual nudity
Shame becomes nakedness
.Naked shame comes enough
Nakedness comes to shame
Sing Erato
As we look and see Etna's
Shamed nakedness burns
Mortal nakedness revealed
Mortalness comes from verge morals
Richness in Daphne's damson Dance Sita
Futh and fud searched my eyes
Leaning humble being
Soft clean flesh
Long four limbs
Flesh softens morals
Reveals mortals
As spiritual senses
Eyes in the heart
Venereal belly
Press the lines and boundaries
My eyes glaze over candied Rosemary Orange
Ladling her aromatic flesh over time
A blend of scents- intesifies before the kiss
Rigorous sophistication,
Spiced lamb shanks,
Fig and pomengranates,
Fibrous tender icteric tongue
Vocalizing short phrases
Singing questions not understood
Taste and dream a fugueDissonant counterpoint enslavememnt
Linear exploration into frothy fructose futility
Forget
Ignore
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Delight
Paint
Handsome brickwalled beauty later
Sculptures in the Garden reveal form
Without shame or conceit
Bronze stirs no pleasure within desire
I feel no shame for them, nor they for me.
Behind the lion and the blooming dogwood tree
Given clad man and femaleBouncing upon each lapFeel, feel, feel, kneel, feel, feel
Two glassy blushes
Four glancing eyes
Sway the current Cutaneous words proclaim
"tu-whit tu-whoo,"
Lily blooms where com is husked One two three one two three one two three
Hands in the cutty sark
Cleaving grape unto curried egg
For souls relieved.
Explore fences of Susana's bath
Unknown sights each time
Bathes one eye in a keyhole spies
Through the fog of anticipational drive
Obeisance to an obelisk
Perforce perfunctory sounds
emit perfusing rhythms
Surfeit shame surprises surreptitiously
Two touches
Rocks the head
Eyes c9mprehend new
Mournful delicious seas
Deep shame surpresses the voluptuous vomitus
Delightful shame-a Paul lingering Sunday school
Lap the clay - say and say - talk and talk - breathe the air - lap the clay
These mortal morals evanesce,
Too, erotica.

Brad Hamlin
all curve
red hes tate', ... or alleviate blood or
identify wit will fort
the ask sand can we , ... NOT to expect or
no( this is not all to be expected
to do with blood can not excite
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rot door the exciting all are curve and fine
find cu vert
cubical ', ... with
can wilt THE AXE, oort
will ex alleviate the not to
will not can with sand
to the door the get it I
to
to
to have forgotten will to kill
nets to for or TO DO
to with out a wit to kill
precision on alleviate an ax
or preside over or forget
elevate sand can
cannot hesitate
some thing to do

event

i don't see, i don't see how, this is you this is
you don't
i make myself sick right?
sick this is i don't see how
it is was
11:00 am
i'm drinking
i'd

where can i change i wear
average modifying,
Self rentable
stream self
even events
orgamzmg,

i now talk move me nt
Imove
i'm talking
for of hyper
the advanced
switch networks,
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I sthis whereit go es all th is
what do i think?
i keep up
catharsis?
routing the activity
stream
events of advanced

fuck

artificial
intelligence as a rentable event
fuck
for the average
artificial routing
intelligence average
the
as
this i s all i c an say
ac tt ou ch
acid ornament.
sensible division
acitivitya
Self modifying,
calm.
Self rentable
stream self
event events.
cry
re:co

Threaten the general public
for quite some time.
It allows many which
would
once have been used
in some other form to have
turned aluminum into tires.
These seem to be great events.
We are things from land fills.
Those, however,
lose basic qualities
when dissolved to never be again.
This question:
should we be
these objects or functions,
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Could be the cause?
Whether or not can be decided
by the Architect.
"We're losing the materials
you keep converting into the petrochemical.
You never get it because it's all sorts of things."
These sorts of practices put
humans in chemicals that were not garments
and also waste the potential.
The plastic that could be elsewhere(l).
In addition to more sludge than This sludge.
It is keeping us from the chemicals
and substances.
Before, however,
these objects would have been damaged again.
In addition to this, materials,
while not the best of compounds,
keep them in beneficial ways.

"Incinerating 10,000 tons creates 610,000 tons."
Rat on paper, saves 3700 pounds.
So economic and negative.
While it does expend the chemical,
it saves as well as creating.
"Americans recovered petroleum by barrel."
After looking at the people it does not appear that there is any
protection.
While the process allows us to use and serve others.
In balance between what can be elsewhere
and what can be now
We need to reduce the damage done
by the problem
with our methods
attitudes towards the materials.
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Eric Collins
Caramel Extract

There was an incredible beauty to waking up on a Saturday and making a drink. He was a sentient being
and it was all saints day, or The Day of the Dead, and there was a woman arriving by train to visit, and he was
drinking in a bar in the middle of Mexico. But it wasn't Mexico. It was this small town box. It wasn't a bar. It
was a kitchen table. And although She had called near ten, waking him up, and he had asked and begged for her to
come over and have, as he put it sex, she wasn't coming. It was his second drink, and it felt wonderful. In a time
of minimal sensations, the cold tang of the rum and Coke meant a lot. It was him and the table and some Coke left
and enough rum, and just in case, a six-pack of Harps, to kill or seriously disarm himself. It was one o'clock. He
had invited her over for lunch. She was off to purchase potato chips and a 3-liter bottle of Coke. They would make
sandwiches, chopped pickles in the salad, and soup from the day before.
He was on his second or third drink, He couldn't tell. He couldn't remember. He had opened, for some
reason, his Swiss Army knife, the big blade. He was playing with it while he spoke on the phone to her. Opened
the blade with his thumbnail. Closed it against his palm. With that blade he could open up his chest, the blood
everywhere, sticky and sweet on his elbows and between his fingers, pumping across the table, on the floor, and
find the source of the pain, his heat, and pull that out. In the bathroom he took two aspirins, swallowing them down
with a sip of cold tea at the bottom of a cup. Looking in the mirror above the sink, he saw another person, a,very
serious young man. He waited for him to say something, to see if he would, thinking that if something was going
to happen, this was the time. Nothing did. He felt only the shattered lines of nerves ringing through his tired arms
and legs.
He had been drunk since Friday night, around six, since happy hour. He had been drinking from a large cup
of water until she bought a beer for herself, and he said, "Buy me one." She did. He drank a few more after that,
and then he and she went to Hank's "One more," she said, "before we turn in." Hanks' was crowded and noisy.
She sat on the other side of the black lacquered table. She was smoking. The ashtray and two drinks between
them. It was something about the way she spoke, the slight pauses, thedramaticsof her person, her beautiful eyes,
the heavy lids, and her nose, like his own, obtrusive, nosing into the conversation, inches from his own, that made
him think he could give it to her. His nose. He could cut it off. It made sense.
He leaned over and said," You know what?" She smiled, leaned closer to him, sharing in the conspiracy.
"What?" she said. "You should ask me to go home with you." She leaned back, pretended offense."With me?" He
leaned closer and said, "You should ask me to go home with you, and we should have sex." He expected a throaty
laugh and a yes, we should. She leaned over the table, looked him in ~he eyes, six inches from his face, and he
could have kissed her, kissed her nose, breathed the air from her mouth. "No," she said. "I can't." The words no,
I can't were supposed to make it sure, as if she had contemplated the bliss but refused to satisfy her own desire.
The knife was sharp, and it had become obscene. Closing it quickly and repeatedly without caution, he
could lose a finger, a chunk of hand. He set it on the table, closed and poised near the ashtray, his watch, two books
of matches, and the yellow credit receipts form Hank's. A truck rumbled up the hill. The air shifted heavy against
him. It was hot. His shirt was pasted to his back. It was remarkable that he could find this place all by himself. It
was all beautiful there. The phone rang constantly. There were fifteen full glasses of bourbon and Coke on the
table. A parade of naked women walked up the hill by his window. He got out his camera and took a picture of
them, the trees, green and plentiful, and the leaves that had died and scattered off the shoulder of the road. It was
fall. It was spring. It was completely beautiful.
From his vantage at the table, the sun fell like a blanket on the flowers out the door on the wood deck. He
couldn't get out of this. He couldn't get better. He had dismantled everything. He had destroyed a Saturday.
Days would go by until he could begin to pick up the pieces, until he could begin to count the credit receipts from
Hank's. He had told her that things got more serious as they got older. This was serious. There weren't enough
words. Only music and photos, a woman and a sweater, only those things, and some others, that made his life
worth the bumps on the head, the broken ears, the bruised heart. Bits of paper and lots of bourbon.
She would arrive soon with the Coke so he could make another drink. At least he wouldn't be alone. He
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would be charming and attentive and very drunk. He'd drink tea and eat a sandwich and eat potato chips, but he'd
be drunk and get drunker. The refrigerator hummed, and he recognized the melody. It was condensation. Later,
there would be snow. It would fall over him and collect in the ashtray on the table.

Stephanie Wells
A Wretch Like Me

I began to wonder, after I heard the word penis-or one of its many variations-for about the seventh time,
what exactly was the point of this "female conversation" my friends were trying to engage me in. WE had been at
this for almost two hours now, killing time on a boring Saturday night. Rebecca had started laughing after the first
hour and was now mumbling incoherently. Vicky was kicked back with her feet up on my couch, which was
beginning to irritate me slightly, not that her feet were dirty, just that she looked so much more comfortable in my
home that I usually did. Jenny was lying on the floor chewing on what had started out as a red licorice stick but
now began to resemble a small animal's leg as it might have looked had the animal made a last ditch effort to chew
it off. I was sitting in the same chair I always sat in.
I was starting to realize what my problem was. These'people were irritating the hell out of me. Why were
they here? Well, that was easy enough, as Jenny had put it earlier, if they didn't come to my house, I'd never know
what human contact was really like. So I ask myself now, is this what human contact is really like? No wonder
I'm wary of it.
I stare at the wall for about ten minutes before anyone realizes that I'm not completely in tune to the penis
discussion. I had started humming Amazing Grace in my head to drown out the conversation when Jenny grabs
my foot and yanks it off the coffee table. She yanks it so hard that it knocks me off balance and I fall out of my
chair. I sit there for a minute, vaguely aware of the fact that I was repeating, sing song, the first line of Amazing
Grace over and over in my head like a broken record. I imagine a little record player in my head that suddenly got
bounced at the same time my butt hit the floor, and for some reason I find this thought interesting enough to make
me smile.
"Wake up!" Vicky yells at me. She is the only one not laughing at my surprise trip to the floor.
"I am awake," I say, pulling myself back up into my chair. I am still smiling, but only because they are all
looking at me, and I don't want to look as stupid as I feel. I was afraid of this moment, when they would all
suddenly remember that I was in the room.
"What is with you?" Vicky asks me. We came over here to keep you company and make your life a little
more fun so get with the program!"
"I'm just tired," I say.
"Well, get un-tired, it's only eleven-thirty. You're not that old yet."
The other girls laugh some more at this and Rebecca repeats the word 'yet'.
"I know, I know," I stand up feeling very queasy listening to their laughter, "I gotta' go to the bathroom,
I'll be back in a sec."
I go to the bathroom upstairs so that I might have a little more privacy and also because I'll be able to hear
them coming up the stairs if they decide to come check on me later. I was going to stay up there as long as I could
since it was the only place in the whole house where I could be alone with a locked door. I sit down with my back
against the door and close my eyes trying to concentrate on the coldness of the tile floor which doesn't work, and
I suddenly find myself thinking of every stupid, horrible, embarrassing thing that has ever happened to me. My
mind does this sometimes, like it's trying to remind me of what a loser I can be when given the right atmosphere.
I try singing Amazing Grace but can't let go of the broken record version so I try counting the colors in the shower
curtain instead. There are only five: Mauve, blue, green, yellow, and tan, and I realize how really ugly that curtain
is as I continue to stare at it and my eyes begin to blur. I slam the back of my head into the bathroom door, hoping
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to knock the record and myself back on track. It works for a second; my head starts to hurt which makes me think
maybe I broke the little record player in my head, but then I realize my head is hurting because my nose is stopped
up where I've been crying. I feel even more stupid now. I am not normal.
I can see the drugs in my medicine cabinet from where I sit, and the idea occurs to me to down a bottle of
something and slide peacefully off into oblivion. The thing that stops me from this is the idea that the trio downstairs would be the ones to find my lifeless body, and I am not entirely convinced that they would know what to do.
Vicky would probably be relieved just to be able to tell people that her Saturday night wasn't that boring after all,
Rebecca would still be laughing hysterically which would lead the police to believe there was alcohol involved,
and Jenny would most likely want to put makeup on me so that my face didn't look pale when the coroner got here.
Even in death my life would be a joke.
There was a knock on the bathroom door. "Anna?" It was Jenny's voice, "are you okay? You've been up
here for like an hour."
"I'm fine." I sniff through my stopped up nose and my already dried up tears, and I know when she hears
this she will not go away. I hear more footsteps and whispering.
"Anna, open the door." It's Vicky's voice I hear now. She has taken on that mother tone in an attempt to
take charge of what could be a potentially hazardous situation.
"I'm fine," I say again, "I just don't feel very well."
"Maybe that's because you're crammed into the world's tiniest bathroom staring at the world's ugliest
shower curtain?" Rebecca jokes. We all laugh at thi, and it does make me feel better so I stand up and open the
door. Rebecca hands me a beer as soon as I'm ou, and I take it over to the bed and sit down.
"Have you been crying?" Jenny asks me. I smile and stare at them staring at me.
"I'm having a bad life," I laugh casually. I want this to be a joke so that they won't want to know every
little detail about what has put me where I am.
Jenny comes over and sits down beside me, "What's wrong with you Anna?" She say's this so sweetly that
I almost want to tell her, only I don't know what.
"She thinks too damned much, that's what's wrong with her." Vicky says. Jenny and Rebecca both shoot
her a mean look, but I am looking at her and thinking she s right.
Air: "I need some air." I stand up and go to the window. It's pitch black outside, and I can't see anything but
my reflection in the glass so I stare at it, at me. Everything gets quiet again, and I start to notice their reflections
behind me in the window, the way they're looking at me. I hate them to look at me like that, like they're trying to
figure me out, but they can't so they just feel sorry for me.
Jenny looks at the bathroom suddenly as if she can't take this pressure anymore, and I don't blame her. My
thinking problem seemed to be seeping out like a disease to the rest of ~hem.
"You know what my grandma used to tell us?" Jenny says. "She used to say that you should never blow
your nose while you were sitting on the pot because that is the one place you know for sure that you are not going
to smell the roses."
Rebecca choked on her beer, and Vicky and I just stare at Jenny waiting for something more, but she is
looking at us in all seriousness like this was some very profound enlightenment she had just shared with us.
Vicky finally shakes her head in disbelief and says "What is that suppose to mean?"
"I don't know," Jenny shrugs, "maybe, just, stay out of the bathroom?"
I am smiling as Rebecca and Vicky both start hassling Jenny about her lack of wit and/or help, and I am
thinking as I stare back out the window that I am going to have to remember that last verse in Amazing Grace.
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Niles Reddick
Easy Loving
People do not call just to say hello; they always want something. I have come to believe that after answering countless phone calls from stubborn voices trying to sell me newspapers, phone companies at war dragging me
in the middle of their brawl, or distant relatives or acquaintances trying to make some remote connection, so they
could borrow my truck. I am no a pessimist; I am a realist.
"Hello," I slurred half resenting the call since my attention was called away from Seinfeld.
"Henry?" He quizzed.
"Yeah." I got out of the Lazy-boy and walked towafd the refrigerator, opened it, grabbed a Miller Lite, and
popped the top.
"It's Terry." There was a brief silence-the type of quiet where you become acutely aware of the fact that
old friendships do die. "I bet you're surprised to hear from me."
"Yeah, I am." Sipping the Miller Lite and tasting the coldness of the beer on my tongue, I knew it had been
at least ten years since I had heard from myoId college roommate. After painting the exterior trim of our house all
day, the beer tasted like a drop of water would to a man in hell.
"I'm selling insurance now in Atlanta," he said.
"Well, I've got all the insurance I need," I quickly replied, watching Kramer skid into Jerry's apartment.
"Nah," Terry said. "I didn't call to try to sell you something. I'm gonna be up around Nashville tomorrow
and thought I might stop by. It's been too long."
"Sure." I was a bit surprised. It must be a new sales technique, but I figured I had to see him; it was the least
I could do. "I'll get home from the dealership 'bout six. Come on by, and we'll cook a hamburger or something."
"You still with that Ford dealership?" Terry asked.
"Been ten years," I said.
"Has it been that long? Time sure does pass by fast. Well, can I bring anything?" Terry asked.
"No, that's all right."
"See you then," he said
"Okay." I pushed the button on the portable and laid it down on the end table. Bliss walked through the
kitchen and into the den, removing her straw hat and soiled gardening gloves.
"Did I hear you talking to someone?"
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"Yeah," I said, "it was myoId roommate from college, Terry."
"Oh," she said, "What did he want?" She was sitting on the church pew, removing her tennis shoes.
"He's coming by tomorrow. He'll be in Nashville on business." Kramer's apartment was glowing red from
a Kenny Roger's restaurant sign across the street.
"When is the last time you heard from him?"
"Ten years," I said.
"What did you say he wanted?" Bliss cocked her head a little.
"Just wanted to stop by. I thought I'd grill a hamburger or something." I knew she didn't understand. Quite
frankly, I didn't either.
"Well, you need me to do anything?"
"No, that's okay."
"I do have a teacher's meeting after school tomorrow with some of my kids' parents, but I ought to be
home around 7 p.m."
"That's fine," I said. Kramer and Jerry were swapping apartments.
After Seinfeld went off, I read the newspaper. I should say I stared at it, wondering why Terry would call
after all this time. When I went to bed, I dreamed Terry came into the house, opened his briefcase, and shot me. I
wondered why he would shoot me, I guess I tossed and turned a lot that night, and it was probably due to the
Benadryl I had taken. Bliss even said I snored, although I think she was listening to her own snoring and blaming
me for it. Women will do that.
When I got to the dealership, we had cars lined up, waiting to be repaired. I was really tired of listening to
people complain about their cars not running the way they should, talking about noises only they could hear, and
bitching about the warranties running out just as they needed something. Service with a smile, I thought. That's
why I'm the manager. And while I wanted to knock the hell out of them, I didn't. A mortgage, two car payments,
insurance, taxes, student loans, utility bills, phone and cell phone bills kept my mouth shut. In a way, I thanked
God we didn't have any children. The paychecks helped, but just as soon as they came, they were gone. Once a
week, I felt good till the money was gone; the rest of the week, Miller Lite consoled me.
While filling out an invoice for a retired army sergeant, who thought he knew more about his car than the
Ford company since he had worked for the motorpool, I heard a song on the radio. I stopped writing and laid the
pen on the countertop. I looked at the speaker on the wall, and when I heard Freddie Hart singing the chorus, "Easy Lov-in," I knew why it had been ten years since I had not talked to Terry and began laughing.
"What's the problem?" the sergeant asked. "You laughing at me?"
"Nah," I said. "That song brought back a memory."
"Yeah," he boasted. "reminds me of all the broads I picked up in Nam." He laughed like a Pillsbury doughboy who had smoked for thirty years.
.
Hart was on the second chorus as I finished filling out the invoice. I told the sergeant to take it to the
cashier and to call me if he had any more problems. He ambled away, his plump body swaying to and fro as if he
had been drinking. Though Terry was not fat, or had not been back then, he, too, had swayed when he was drunk,
and that was the last picture I had of him in my mind.
It was Terry's birthday, and we wanted to celebrate, so I got a group together from the dorm. Normally, we
hung out at The Break, a bar at the Sheraton, because one of our friends gave us a few drinks on the house and
stiffed the older tourists on their tabs after they had too many to remember. That night, however, we went to
Paradise, a country bar, because we wanted something different, and we had been there since George Jones had
made an appearance. After several rum and Cokes and half a pack of cigarettes, I was feeling good, and while
some drunks get sluggish, I would expend every bit of energy, acting the fool.
Terry, on the other hand, had been drinking Captain Morgan spiced rum with Dr. Pepper, and he sat,
grinning and all red in the face. I had danced several fast dances, but Terry had not danced with anyone, and I got
the notion to set him up with an old bar fly named Ethyl. She was about as drunk as a person could get, and she was
about as unattractive as a person could be. Her nose was S-shaped, looked too big for her mouse-like head, and
hung down to her top lip, which cons~quently drooped since she had no upper teeth. She wore her yellow-gray
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hair pulled back in a ponytail. Ethyl chain smoked True cigarettes, wore Wrangler jeans and a flannel shirt, and
had a reputation of being the quarter champion at Paradise. When she walked by, you would forget you were in a
smoke filled bar because Ethyl bathed in Channel No. 5. She uncontrollably cursed like she had Teret's, but I liked
Ethyl. I didn't know if it was the liquor that made her so upbeat, or if she naturally had a great personality.
Surprisingly enough, I saw her as a role model because age had not slowed her. Of course, I had not seen her in the
morning either.
I followed the scent through the haze, seeking Ethyl. When I spotted her playing quarters with a D.O.T.
crew, I bent and whispered in her ear. "Ethyl, I want you to do me a favor."
She turned, her red eyes glared at me. "Sure honey," she croaked.
"See that guy over there in the white polo?"
Ethyl's head bobbed.
"It's his birthday," I slurred. "He ain't danced with nobody tonight, and I know he wants to dance with you
because you're the best. Would you go get him and make him dance with you?"
"I love a young one," she growled.
I slinked though the maze of tables and hid behind a group to watch Terry's reaction. Ethyl bulldozed her
way through the crowd to Terry and tapped him on the shoulder. He turned and looking surprised, he was reluctantly pulled out of his chair and toward the dance floor. Terry's face was apple red, and his eyes darted back and
forth like a paranoid person, scanning the .crowd for me. I could see the anger and embarrassment.
Just as Johnny Cash's "I Walk the Line" stopped, the DJ played Hart's "Easy Loving." Ethyl pulled Terry
close and on the first chorus, her hands moved from his hips to his butt cheeks, where she gently rubbed them,
then, she clamped down on them like a dog's teeth on a ham bone. Terry's eyes opened wide like an owl. "Damn,"
I said. "I didn't know his eyes would open that wide." His eyes rolled like marbles till they spotted me an he
mouthed, "You asshole." Terry was too much of a gentleman to run away from the dance floor. But when the
dance was over, he walked out of the bar. Our friends were hee-hawing and I went outside to let him know it was
ajoke. His Volkswagen Jetta squalled tires leaving the parking lot. That was the last time I saw Terry, and it had
been ten years. I tried to call him and left him a couple of messages apologizing, but he had never returned my
calls.

Bliss had thawed, pattied, and refrigerated the hamburger for me. I lit up the grill at 5: 30 p.m., and Terry's
avocado green Lumina pulled in the driveway about fifteen minutes later. I stood on the deck and threw my hand
up in the air. Opening the door, Terry stood. His hair had thinned on top leaving wisps of hair, which he smoothed.
His abdomen protruded like he had a rapidly growing tumor, and when he grinned, I noticed that his teeth had
yellowed with age. Terry picked up his briefcase and walked up the deck steps; we firmly shook hands.
"Have any trouble finding the house?"
"Nah."
Clearing my throat, I stared at the cow skin briefcase and remembered I had not given Terry directions. "I
didn't give you directions."
"I had the address from the phone book and a map. Actually, it was really easy to find." He looked around
at hickory trees. "Nice place."
"Thanks, we like it."
"Your wife home?"
"Nah, she had parent-teacher conferences at the school." The coals were fairly white, so I placed four
hamburger patties on the grill.
"Sorry, I'll miss her," he said, clicking two buttons on his briefcase.
Making my voice stem like I was scolding the dog, I asked, "What in the world do you need your briefcase
for?"
"Oh, I've got a little something for you.' Terry deviantly grinned.
I saw the look on Terry's face across the smoke-filled bar as Ethyl grabbed his butt cheeks, and I could hear
Freddie Hart singing, "Easy Loving." "You didn't have to bring anything," I said.
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"I had to bring this."
As usual, my heart thudded from anxiety. Not even prosac had suppressed the thuds 1 often felt when under
stress. Terry pulled a black pistol, aimed it at my head, and pulled the trigger. 1 threw my hands in front of my face
and screamed. "No! No! I'm sorry about Ethyl. It was just ajoke." 1 could feel the luke warm liquid on my hands
and uncovered my face. Terry was hysterically laughing; in between laughs, he coughed. There was no blood on
me, only water. 1 was confused. The gun was a plastic water pistol, and 1 felt a sense of relief like a person on trial
feels when the judge reads, "not guilty."
"I told you I'd get back at you one day for tying me to the bed with tube socks and pouring all that beer on
me to get the answers for the lit. test you had to make up because you were drunk!" He chuckled and coughed.
1 smiled and felt my heart sputter to calm like a car with a bad exhaust system. "I don't remember that."
"Well, I'm not surprised." He laughed. "You were always drunk."
My facial muscles were tight, and 1 had to strain a smile. "I thought you were mad about Ethyl."
"I wondered why you said that a minute ago. Who's-Ethyl?" Terry's busy eyebrows angled up.
"Never mind." 1 flipped the burgers. 1 reckoned what Terry didn't know wouldn't hurt him. The cooking
meat smelled good like the road after a summer rain. "Terry, why didn't 1 ever hear from you?"
He looked down. "You know, 1 had to go home, and 1 was embarrassed. 1 got myoId high school girlfriend
pregnant, and 1 should have known better. We ended up getting married. Then, the baby was a still born. We
divorced shortly after."
"Man, I'm sorry. 1 didn't know." All these years had passed, and 1 was mad at Terry for holding a grudge
over a practical joke. He didn't even remember. I felt guilty like a child in church who has thought bad things but
has not actually done anything wrong.
"Oh, that's okay. "Terry smoothed his hair.
"Burgers are almost done. Want a beer?"
"That would be great," he said.
1 knew we would talk over good times, and even though 1 wanted to change my belief that friendships die,
1 wouldn't because at some level, 1 knew it would be a long time before 1 saw Terry again. People just get busy.
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Matthew Branham
Reshape-Retrace: A tribute to the ones I will never know
I saw you walking alone down the shadowed avenue. I walked closely behind you ... but not too close. Just
close enough to make out those three foreign letters that to me meant "stay away." Just close enough to admire
your perfection. Walking trance-like behind you, my feet stepping lightly to the rhythm of your pendulous, cornsilk
tresses. The gentle wind carrying your floral-powdered scent to my nostrils, bathing me in your fragrance. I
examined the slim musculature of your narrow shoulders, exposed and absorbing the soft moonlight, rippling
fluidly as you swung those tanned, willow branch-like arms so freely, a child's velvety, down moving in the
breeze. I feel in love with the majestic foim of your playfully-uncovered lower back and followed with my own
eyes the easy curve that led down to your small, attitude-shifting hips. My heart burned in my chest and I suddenly
felt a quivering in my stomach. I ached to be near you, to closely examine, with an artist's precision, the contours,
the lines, the shallow indentations that hold the shadow, dark and trickling along your spine and pooling there
above your well-formed buttocks. I long to retrace the path created by the hand of your holy sculptor, to know
every brush stroke, each touch of the knife .. .intimately.
I think to myself that I would do anything if only you would love me. I would shear away this lion's mane,
carve it into a stubbly wedge and cover it in a small, white baseball cap, the anterior panel emblazoned with letters
of the same archaic language, like the symbols that animate a non-feeling mud golem, only embroidered in primary shades, giving me the power to speak to you. I would pollute my delicate system with watered-down keg
beer, spend hours with rented brothers eating pretzels and screaming at uniform-clad apes on a television monitor.
I would forget my stand on women's rights, treat you like a whore and order you to bring me another cold one .. .if
only you would love me. I would take you for granted and drunkenly ravage that pale, pink lily that hides in the
darkness between your thighs. I would crush its petals and roughly stampede its tightly-hooded stamen with my
thick,. calloused hands and my fast-talking, lying tongue .. .if only you would love me.
I would remake myself in his image, the one to whom you now so steadily travel. I would absorb him into
myself...make him me ... me him. I would give up analytical thinking, no longer contemplate the nuances of human
existence, only calculate the numbers of touchdown and female conquest. I would give away my music and my
love of Whitman, Byron, finely hand-crafted, antique furniture. If only you would love me, I would daily torture
this body with chemical supplements, vitamin S, and bench presses. I would bake it in the sun, chancing tumors
and skin cancer and wrap it tightly in the latest Versace and Hilfiger, gold rope necklaces and those shapeless,
collared shirts. If only you would love me, I would trade my dependable, blue Toyota for a great, red mustang with
a custom stereo system and naked lady air fresheners, bum the tires as I cruise in lazy circles around the town. If
only you would love me.
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